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we have a database of more than 2.5 million
opening positions. that means that you can enter

the name of any opening line, and find all the
material and some of the ideas that were played in

all of the many games that use that line. when i first
saw the new chessbase 13, i thought it was pretty
snazzy. but i had to realize that, while it is a real

improvement over the older version, it is still a bit
rough. i still wasn't totally sold on the idea of mixing
opening database research with rapid analysis. but
that was a bit of an adjustment. i have to admit that
i really like the new interface. the "focus mode" that
lets you select only a few positions (say, top 10) and

get an instant analysis is pretty cool. not being a
huge fan of interface changes (i remember how

weird chessbase 10 was compared to chessbase 9,
back when it came out), i'm not going to lie and say
that this one is a must-have. but the way that i think
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it will make me use the database more is by making
it easier to find positions that i can analyze quickly. i
can see myself entering the name of a line, clicking

on "focus" and being taken to a list of the top 10
games that used that line. so, while i'm not in love
with the way that chessbase 13 works (i'm actually
a bit slow to learn new software), i think that it is a
pretty powerful tool. once i can get used to the new

interface, and learn how to make the most of it, i
think i will use it heavily. not a huge fan of buying

yet another chess software package (i have enough
stuff already), but since i've just learned about

chessbase 13 (which used to be the latest version of
chessbase 10), i'm not about to go out and buy a

copy. if you use chessbase, it should be more than
worth the cost. if you don't, it might be worth giving

it a try.
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the main chessbase products are not cheap, but
there are several free and low cost alternatives for

those who want to play chess on the computer
without spending a fortune on software. the most
popular of these are chessbase lite and freechess,

which are both free and have comprehensive
opening databases. the best-known product from
chessbase is the comprehensive chessbase or cb,
which offers several databases. for example, the

chessbase mega database is a database of all
games played from 1885 through to the present,
whereas the chessbase opening encyclopedia is a

database of opening lines, both standard and
popular. other databases include the very useful
computer chess database, which offers tables of

results and analyses for many of the openings, as
well as the popular chessbase game database,

which offers all the games played in the world chess
championship cycle. however, chessbase's most

popular product is the playchess server. the
playchess server is extremely popular with players,
and has become a mainstay of many players' chess
libraries. in fact, the playchess server is the only site

that can offer massive amounts of games to play
and study. the database is one of the largest of any
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site on the internet, with over 7,500 games
available to be played. there are also thousands of

games to study for free, and if you have a
chessbase or chessmaster program, you can use
their engines to analyze games that you play. the

playchess servers also offer free openings and
endgame tablebases, and you can also use the
playchess servers to find opponents and play in

practice matches. the playchess servers are also the
most popular site for live games, and can be used to

find time controls, learning chess, and training
chess. all of this makes the playchess servers the

most popular site on the internet for chess.
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